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A cricket bat!
Twelve years, and four psychiatrists!
Four?
I kept biting them!
Why?
They said you weren't real.




Wednesday, April 10
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Double Plus Slow News Day Edition


	

Top Story


		Intel has announced the name of its 6th generation Xeon server processors: Xeon 6.  (AnandTech)

			

			That's it.  That's the story.

			

			Slow news day.


	

		


Tech News


		Peter Higgs, discoverer of the Higgs Boson, has passed away at the age of 94.  (The Guardian)

			

			"My greatest achievement", said Higgs in a recent interview, "was pure happenstance - the particle I found had the same name as me."

			

			

			
	Two Bay Area railway workers have been charged for building secret apartments inside disused train stations.  (The Real Deal)

			

			They built two apartments for a total of $50,000.  They shouldn't be arrested, they should be running the state.

			

			Or both.  That works.

			

			

			
	Elon Musk has expanded on his plans to settle Mars, as SpaceX's Starship approaches reality.  (Ars Technica)

			

			The Ars commentariat is absolutely frothing at the thought of someone who even acknowledges fundamental liberties being the one to establish our first interplanetary colony.

			

			

			
	Speaking of the frothing Ars commentariat 90,000 LG smart TVs are vulnerable to hacking attempts.  (Ars Technica)

			

			By users already on your local network.

			

			So...  You, basically.

			

			Don't do that.

			

			Anyway, three of the four "promoted comments" are people who thing connecting your TV to the internet is a wonderful idea, and they've all been downvoted into negative numbers.

			

			

			
	Got a cheap mini-monitor to go with my Beelink mini-PCs, a 14" 2160x1440 display that should fit on a shelf rather than having to sit on the desk.

			

			As things are going it will probably still be in its box in December so I can wrap it and put it under the tree.


	

		




	

Disclaimer: Which is also still up.
  






Posted by: Pixy Misa at
06:18 PM
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Meet for the Lating Edition


	

Top Story


		TSMC is to receive $6.6 billion in direct funding and $5 billion in loans under the CHIPS Act.  (AnandTech)

			

			In return, the company will be constructing a leading-edge 2nm fab in Arizona and increasing its total US fab investments to $65 billion.

			

			So...  Eh.  Almost everything the government could do with your money, short of not taking it from you in the first place, would be worse.


	

		


Tech News


		Upcoming AMD and Intel CPUs will have less cache and more cash than originally planned.  (WCCFTech)

			

			Instead of using die space on memory, it's been reallocated to provide much faster AI units.  Which, again, is not the worst thing in the world; you can use that extra compute power to do whatever you want, so long as it's low-precision arithmetic.

			

			

			
	Solidigm's new 60TB SSD...  Basically just works.  (Serve the Home)

			

			Instead of having four 20TB 3.5" hard drives in RAID-5, you can use one 2.5" SSD, and get access times measured in microseconds rather than milliseconds.

			

			At around $6000 it's not exactly cheap, though.

			

			

			
	San Francisco is upgrading its light rail system.  (The Register)

			

			From floppy disks.

			

			Which aren't made anymore.

			

			So probably a good idea.

			

			

			
	The Maiyunda M1 is a mini-PC with a difference.  Two, in fact.  (Liliputing)

			

			At the front it has four quick-access drive bays - for M.2 SSDs.

			

			At the back it has four 2.5Gb Ethernet ports.

			

			And USB and HDMI and DisplayPort.

			

			Apparently there's one more difficult-access M.2 slot and one memory slot.  

			

			It's available with Intel's N100 (four core) and N305 (eight core) Atom CPUs, starting at around $190.


	

		




	

Disclaimer: It does not support either 3.5" floppies or 2.5" SSDs though.
  






Posted by: Pixy Misa at
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Late For The Meeting Edition


	

Top Story


		All AIs are racist, but some are more racist than others.  (Tom's Hardware)

			

			Microsoft's Copilot gives you racial stereotypes in cartoons, which...  They're cartoons, people.  Though the Jewish boss with the bagel hat is certainly something.

			

			Anyway, it gives you racial stereotypes if you specify a race when you're generating a cartoon, so maybe that's your problem.

			

			Midjourney presents us not so much with racial stereotypes as temporal ones; I don't think it's been outside since 1952.

			

			ChatGPT just says fuck you and rewrites your request with a bunch of WASPs plus a token Asian chick.

			

			Meta AI actually does okay with this.  It pushes too hard on the diversity-at-any-cost side, but it also produced a sample image of a Jewish woman that is 100% believable without a single specific marker.  (The picture actually looks like someone I know.)


	

		




	

Tech News


		AMD's Zen 5 mobile chips are coming this year maybe.  (WCCFTech)

			

			These will feature a mix of full-size Zen 5 and the smaller Zen 5c cores.

			

			Where Intel's smaller efficiency cores are a completely different design to their performance cores, Zen 5c is functionally identical to Zen 5, but squashed down and running at lower clock speeds.  At a given clock speed they perform identically, but Zen 5c is smaller and uses less power.

			

			Replacing mainstream chips with eight Zen 4 cores we can expect four Zen 5 cores plus eight Zen 5c.  Zen 5c could deliver close to the performance of existing Zen 4, so these should be deliver great performance and good battery life.

			

			

			
	Spotify has demonetised all tracks that have been played less than 1000 times.  (DJ Mag)

			

			Spotify says that affects only 0.5% of tracks on the platform, which seems unlikely because (a) power laws don't work like that and (b) if that were the case they wouldn't bother.

			

			The UMAW puts the number at 86% which seems far more plausible.

			

			

			
	The Opera browser now supports running AI locally on your computer.  (Opera)

			

			I don't know if I would trust Opera in its current incarnation.  It used to be good, but then the company was bought by Chinese interests and the entire development team walked out to set up Vivaldi.


	

		




	

Disclaimer: Squirrel!
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1
"According to a Spotify blog post, 99.5% of all streams on the platform are of tracks that have above that many plays, with the platform claiming that these tracks will now earn more as a result."


	


	
If only a small fraction of the streams were only getting a few plays, how will demonetizing those few result in freeing up enough money to increase royalties for nearly everyone?  I used to be on a forum that had a great acronym for stuff like this:  TDEMSYR, That Doesn't Even Make Sense, You Retard.


Posted by: Rick C at Monday, April 08 2024 10:42 PM (BMUHC)
 
[bookmark: c2]
2
Well, see, they make up for it in volume.  Also, those 0.5% are probably all 14-hour prog-rock panflute solos that eat up something like 40% of the server space.



Posted by: normal at Monday, April 08 2024 11:44 PM (LADmw)
 
[bookmark: c3]
3
 OMG, when you train a high gain 'bias'/'offensive content' detector, it triggers on literally everything.  Wokism is not real intelligence, and needs official government guidelines followed for all implementations.  (IOW, maybe the lackwits should not be doing their wishcasting theatrics in the public sphere.  If it were up to all the university trained race war nutters, we would all already be dead.)


Posted by: PatBuckman at Tuesday, April 09 2024 01:58 AM (rcPLc)
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Tonstant Weader Edition


	

Top Story


		Ordered by a Brazilian Supreme Court justice to block access to popular accounts that say things inconvenient to the leftist regime, Elon Musk has responded: Fuck you.  (MSN)

			

			A particular post ordered taken down by Australia's radical left wing censor-in-chief - who is an imported American that you guys can take back at any time - remains invisible, but that had the usual Streisand affect and reposted screenshots of it are all over the place, and have not been restricted at all.

			

			Musk is an imperfect defender of our liberties, but I'll give him credit when he gets it right.


	

		

	

		

	Tech News

	
			Rubidium + Embeddium = Splat.

				

				

				
	AMD might be coming out with a AM5+ platform following Ryzen 5.  (Tom's Hardware)

				

				AMD has done this before with the transition from AM2 to AM3: It means that Ryzen 6 needs new motherboard support that current AM5 motherboards can't provide, so there will be an in-between design that maintains compatibility, most likely this:

				

				AM5 supports Zen 4 and 5.

				AM5+ supports Zen 5 and 6.

				AM6 support Zen 6 and later.

				

				Not officially confirmed yet and we don't know if AM5+ will appear with Zen 5, or later.

				

				

				
	OpenAI, Microsoft, Google, and Meta "stole" content to train their AI platforms.  (Thurrott)

				

				Except, if you read the article, at worst they transgressed upon each other's terms of service.

				

				

				
	Roku has patented a method to display ads on anything you plug into a Roku device.  (Ars Technica)

				

				There's a disease prevalent among Tasmanian devils that causes facial tumours.  It is only transmissible if one devil bites another on the face; unfortunately, they do that all the time.

				

				Roku basically wants to give you Digital Devil Facial Tumour Disease.


		

			





	

Disclaimer: There's a breeding colony of Tasmanian devils in New South Wales now, established from individuals cleared of the disease.  So they're probably safe.
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The Pain Edition


	

Top Story


		To nobody's surprise the FCC has declined to intervene on California's plans to implement net neutrality.  (Ars Technica)

			

			The problem I always had with the FCC's push for net neutrality - which is back on the table for a vote later this month - is that the claim that the FCC even had the power to vote on such a rule is based on assumptions that would grant the agency massive control over all forms of communication in the US.

			

			If an individual state legislature wants to fuck up internet access for their own voters, on the other hand, they can do so, subject to the First Amendment.

			

			I'll have to read up on what California is proposing to do; it's probably bad, but probably legal.





	

Tech News


		I've been trying to get the latest Hyte / Hololive limited edition PC cases for months without any luck.  There's only one Hyte distributor in Australia and they can't get them.

			

			I even looked into freight forwarding, but that worked out to cost as much as the cases themselves, and these are expensive cases.

			

			Now Hyte offers freight forwarding itself, and if I order both the cases it only costs 50% of the cost of the cases.  Which is still insane, but so am I.

			

			Then the cases will sit there for months because having spent that much money I won't have much to spare for new parts to fill them with.

			

			I did want to buy the new Lenovo Legion Tab, but Lenovo is assisting me with my budget because that is still not available anywhere.

			 

			

			
	NASA has found the exact problem with Voyager 1 and expects to have it fixed...  Eventually.  (Ars Technica)

			

			Yeah, I know that feeling, and I'm not even working with 46 year old hardware billions of miles away designed and built by people who have long since retired and aren't returning my emails.

			

			

			
	Do not buy the Samsung Galaxy Book4 Pro 360.  (Hot Hardware)

			

			It has a very nice 120Hz 2880x1800 OLED display, but it costs $1900, and you can get an Asus Vivobook with an almost identical OLED display for half of that.

			

			And the Asus has upgradeable memory, while the Samsung has 16GB soldered in place.

			

			Which if you're running Windows 11 will be fully used by the time you've booted the system and started a browser.

			

			

			
	Speaking of the Asus Vivobook and it's beautiful OLED display...  Yeah, it's still in its box.

			

			

			
	The Maven is a $2000 e-bike -  (Ars Technica)

			

			Let me stop you there.

			

			First thought: $2000 for a bicycle?  So your only question is not if it gets stolen, but if it gets stolen before you get crushed by an SUV.

			

			Second thought: I mean, if you happened to live in a quiet country town with little traffic and lots of hills, it might be kind of nice.

			

			Third thought: And, it turns out, illegal where I live.  It has a 750W motor and the rules here set the limit at 500W.

			

			

			
	Apple is laying off 700 workers, including the entire team working on the Apple Car, which Apple still denies ever working on.  (9to5Mac)

			

			What exactly do you put on you resume when you worked for a decade on a project that was never officially acknowledged and never produced any real-world results?

			

			

			
	Testing out my modpack under 1.19.2.

			

			That enables several mods I wanted (Creatures and Beasts, Critters and Companions, Zoo Architect, and Oh the Biomes You'll Go) at the cost of a couple of smaller ones (Let's Do Brewery, Dye Depot, and Elytra Trims).

			

			I do also lose the 1.20 updates...  Which were kind of underwhelming.  I'll need find a mod that adds back the cherry tree biome; I've already reinstated camels and the bamboo upgrades.

			

			

			


	Disclaimer: Which would be less damaging to my career prospects, putting down a decade in a Turkish prison or at the DMV?

      






Posted by: Pixy Misa at
05:29 PM
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[bookmark: c1]
1
A $2000 bicycle, even without an electric motor, isn't a particularly expensive bicycle.  Of course, I use a $25 bicycle to commute, but that's my fault.



Posted by: normal at Saturday, April 06 2024 10:12 PM (bg2DR)
 
[bookmark: c2]
2
I was once invited to apply for a job at Mitre, but declined when I learned that I would be joining a project that had been underway for more than 15 years. I'm certain that it had released something, and was in maintenance and enhancement mode, but the job didn't sound at all appealing.


Posted by: wheels at Sunday, April 07 2024 01:04 AM (wBT5j)
 
[bookmark: c3]
3
I am skeptical that the California law is legal.  According to the linked article, the FCC said that federal pre-emption isn't an issue because the California law mostly parallels the FCC's net neutrality regulations.  But those regulations, as you point out, are likely themselves illegal, so federal pre-emption should block the California law.


Posted by: three-humped camel at Sunday, April 07 2024 09:27 AM (Ncog+)
 
[bookmark: c4]
4
I am skeptical that the California law is legal.  According to the linked article, the FCC said that federal pre-emption isn't an issue because the California law mostly parallels the FCC's net neutrality regulations.  But those regulations, as you point out, are likely themselves illegal, so federal pre-emption should block the California law.


Posted by: three-humped camel at Sunday, April 07 2024 09:27 AM (Ncog+)
 
[bookmark: c5]
5
Gak!  My apologies on the double post.


Posted by: three-humped camel at Sunday, April 07 2024 09:27 AM (Ncog+)
 
[bookmark: c6]
6
Yeah, the thing is, while the FCC probably can't pass such regulations, Congress could.  So it would follow that state legislatures could pass similar laws that are applicable locally, so long as they don't interfere with the commerce clause.



Of course the commerce clause since Wickard v. Filburn has been whatever Congress says it is, so who knows?


Posted by: Pixy Misa at Sunday, April 07 2024 08:11 PM (PiXy!)
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Frog Blink Edition


	

Top Story


		Quick one today as it has been a very long week.

			

			

			
	Is Google planning to buy marketing company HubSpot?  (Tech Crunch)

			

			Sure.  Why not.

			

			

			


	Tech News



		The benchmark numbers being quoted by Qualcomm for its new laptop chips are actually...  Pretty accurate.  (Tom's Hardware)

			

			Looks like it should comfortably beat Intel and not embarrass itself against Apple and AMD.  That's a huge improvement against earlier attempts which were just about capable of running Notepad.

			

			

			
	How we saved 98% in cloud costs by writing our own database.  (Hivekit)

			

			Turns out you can make databases run much, much faster if you don't care about the data.

			

			In this specific case, Hivekit can lose a second of data and not worry about it too much.  Conventional databases have to assume you want every single record to be saved, which is complicated and (relatively) slow.

			

			It's like...  If you don't care if the eggs arrive intact, you can speed up delivery by a lot.

			

			

			
	The new Razer Blade 18 has everything you could want in a laptop except the Four Essential Keys and an affordable price tag.  (Notebook Check)

			

			Though to be precise you could probably afford to buy the price tag, just not the laptop.

			

			A 24 core Intel 14900HX, an RTX 4090 (laptop version, so basically an RTX 4080), up to 64GB of RAM (probably upgradeable to 96GB), 4TB of storage in two M.2 slots, a 3840x2400 200Hz screen, a Thunderbolt 5 port - the brand new 80Gbps version, four 10Gbps USB ports, HDMI, a full size SD card reader, a headphone jack, and a 2.5Gb Ethernet port.  

			

			Fully configured it's just $4800.

			

			Which is a lot of money, yes, but that's a lot of laptop.

			

			

			


	Disclaimer: Looks like we're gonna need a bigger lap.

  






Posted by: Pixy Misa at
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1
$4,800? You could almost buy a Mac for that kind of money!


	


	
-j


Posted by: J Greely at Friday, April 05 2024 09:59 PM (oJgNG)
 
[bookmark: c2]
2
"As deal rumors fly, Alphabet and HubSpot would be a strange pairing"


	
Meh.  Alphabet, for the last 5-10 years at least, has been an advertising company with a suite of ever-worsening other products, and a bad attitude.


Posted by: Rick C at Saturday, April 06 2024 12:00 AM (BMUHC)
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Let A Hundred Thousand Mintomos Bloom Edition


	

Top News


		I think we've identified the problem.

			

			Microsoft, market cap $3.12 trillion: Hello random open source project, we have a customer-facing problem that we need fixed urgently.

			

			Open source project: We'll take a look, but our project is run by volunteers in their own time.  If it's an urgent issue affecting commercial use might we suggest our friends at Z who offer 24/7 support contracts at very reasonable rates?

			

			Microsoft, market cap $3.12 trillion: No.  (Reddit)

			

			Though it was a Microsoft researcher who found the xz security breach and averted global disaster.

			

			

			
	On the other hand, open-source friendly company Stability AI is apparently fast going broke because it's a little too friendly.  (The Register)

			

			There's always two sides to every story, and in this case the other side is $100 million per year spent on cloud servers.

			

			


	

		


Tech News


		If you comply with the rules, we'll change the rules: The US Commerce Department has banned Nvidia's RTX 4090D from sale in China.  (Tom's Hardware)

			

			The 4090D was designed specifically to comply with the ruling that banned the 4090.

			

			A little too specifically, perhaps.  But maybe Commerce Secretary Gina Raimondo should post the rules she wants companies to actually follow rather than expecting them to play some psychotic game of red light green light.

			

			

			
	The LSST camera did not cost $350 billion dollars.  (Gizmodo)To do this, the team needed a Rolls Royce of a digital camera. Mind you, the camera actually cost many million times that of an actual Royce Royce, and at 6,200 pounds (2,812 kilograms), it weighs a lot more than a fancy car.
It's an amazing camera - the largest digital camera ever built, with a resolution of 3.2 gigapixels - but the entire LSST project - the buildings, the telescope assembly, the massive mirrors - the primary mirror is 28 feet across - and this camera is less than 0.2% of that.

			

			(A basic Rolls Royce Ghost costs around $350,000, and weighs 5700 pounds, so they're off on the weight too; just not by three orders of magnitude.)

			

			

			
	Can AMD's 3D Vcache improve game performance for low-end graphics cards?  (Hot Hardware)

			

			I was fully expecting the answer to be no, but if you're doing a budget build with a previous generation AMD chip and a card like AMD's own 7600, Intel's 750, or Nvidia's 3060, it might actually be worth the extra money for a 5000-series X3D chip.

			

			The biggest difference was Cyberpunk 2077 with an Intel Arc 750, where average frame rates jumped 30% from 46 to 60 fps just by upgrading from a 5800X to a 5800X3D.  About half the games tests showed negligible difference though.

			

			Which makes the newer 5700X3D an interesting proposition.  It's 10% slower than the 5800X3D but 25% cheaper, and if you're on a budget might just hit the sweet spot.

			

			

			
	Cannot remove files, disk is full.  Please remove file to free up space and try again.  Lol.  (Six Colors)

			

			Okay, Apple, I can understand that you were trying to make everything user-friendly so that you can un-delete files that were removed by accident, but what you actually achieved was users having to wipe and reinstall the entire system because you ran out of space.

			

			And these are experienced tech journalists we're talking about, who...  Yeah, off by three orders of magnitude.  Never mind.

			

			

			
	Ubuntu 24.04 might become Ubuntu 24.05.  (Tom's Hardware)

			

			The unreleased beta version had the xz unpleasantness, and Ubuntu wants to be super-duper sure that it's been expunged with utmost prejudice.  So the planned release data of April 25 could slip into next month.

			

			I doubt that anyone would be upset about Ubuntu taking that precaution.  Except perhaps for North Korea.

			

			

			


	Disclaimer: "I am going to work", says Father.  "May I have a dollar to put in my pocket?"  "I do not have a dollar", says Mother.  "Ask the children.  The children have many dollars."
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Read some blog about how a court has banned AI "enhanced" video for use in evidence. This is a welcome and unexpected outbreak of sanity, if so
The weird thing is the discussion full of comments raging about the decision


	
"Linear interpolation is math, AI neural networks are just math. What are you, some kind of math-flat-Earther?" I don't understand how this can be an innocent mistake, or what would motivate people to prefer evidence in court contaminated by bias from a training set.


	
Stupidity isn't an adequate model for what is driving this .... shilling for inappropriately, wrongly applied technology. Stupidity would be random errors or errors born from a lack of experience with what is really going on with the technology. This is something else



Posted by: madrocketsci at Friday, April 05 2024 12:44 AM (hRoyQ)
 
[bookmark: c2]
2
If we put the evidence on the blockchain, that would solve everything.



Then we can sell it off as NFTs afterwards.


Posted by: Pixy Misa at Friday, April 05 2024 10:30 AM (PiXy!)
 
[bookmark: c3]
3
I could understand one utterly idiotic path to such a position.  'If CRT types are saying it is racist and bad, then it must be good.'  



Another flavor of idiocy is all the folks who want magic computers to solve their problems for them, and refuse to learn anything about the limits of computing, or how computers actually work.



I trust certain internet conspiracy theorists who are pretty sure that there are for pay trolls who are more active during Moscow daylight hours.  



I think a model of 'a lot of people are insane now' combined with hype over AI, and especially Effective Altruism's alleged funding of the AI doom bandwagon could lead to all sorts of weird tribal behavior.



Posted by: PatBuckman at Friday, April 05 2024 02:10 PM (rcPLc)
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The Telescreen Was Behind The Potatoes Edition


	

Top Story


		Taiwan has been hit with its strongest earthquake in 25 years, with an estimated magnitude between 7.2 and 7.7.  (MSN)

			

			The death toll currently stands at 7, with more than 700 injured.  Fortunately the epicenter was on the less-populated eastern side of the island; in the densely populated north and west such a strong earthquake could have been devastating.

			

			

			
	Amazon is closing its automated grocery stores that delivered the magical experience of walking in, picking out whatever you needed, and walking out again, and then having an amount possibly even related to what you had taken deducted from your credit card.  (Gizmodo)

			

			Automated.

			

			Well, as to that, all those cameras weren't hooked up to some carefully trained visual AI system, but to a warehouse full of people in India keeping track of your every move.

			

			Not sure if that's better or worse.


	

		




	

Tech News


		Dell's new Inspiron 14 Plus is HP's Pavilion 14 Plus only worse.  (Liliputing)

			

			The Dell has a 2880x1800 display but it's half as bright as the HP's OLED panel, and the Four Essential Keys are absent as they are on all of Dell's current laptops.  Since it's the same price as the HP I see no reason for anyone to buy it.

			

			

			
	How to hack any AI.  (Tech Crunch)

			

			Be very annoying.

			

			

			
	Wait, is Qualcomm's new laptop CPU actually good?  (Tom's Hardware)

			

			Maybe so.  It's only one benchmark, but it beat AMD and Intel chips on both single-threaded scores (narrowly) and multi-threaded scores (by a substantial margin).

			

			Qualcomm's previous efforts in this space have been underwhelming, but all reports on this venture have been positive so far.

			

			

			
	Google Podcasts was an opportunity to do something innovative and genuinely useful.  (The Verge)

			

			But instead Google killed it and put all their efforts into generating racially diverse Nazis.

			

			

			
	The highest-rating vtuber debut of all time is Hololive's Usada Pekora's mother.

			

			Her April 1 stream pulled in more than 180,000 concurrent viewers.

			

			

			
	Frieren, Maomao, and Tanya are all the same person.


	

		




	

Disclaimer: Don't let Pekora's mother having the highest rating vtuber debut of all time distract you from the fact that Pekora bought a faqing monkey.
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In fairness, Google was lackwitted enough that they were not expecting the Nazi thing.



Also, akshully, the Axis coalition was pretty racially diverse, even fi you just look at formations under Hitler's command.  



People like to distance their favorite European nation's population from the Third Reich, but it actually anticipated the EU in a lot of ways.  



If it would not impact my health and work so badly, I would actually be tempted to try to author an African-American Studies paper purportedly trying to defend the Google image generation approach.  



Posted by: PatBuckman at Wednesday, April 03 2024 08:35 PM (rcPLc)
 
[bookmark: c2]
2

Stupid review sites reviewing laptop CPUs as if they are desktop chips.  Wow, your laptop can run BOINC and also run graphically intensive workloads!  That's totally why I own a laptop too!  Let's follow each other on social media!


	
I would like something that gets 10 hours on battery, like a netbook did back in 2010, and is just good enough to play fullscreen video without stuttering.  And I would appreciate a better display than we had back in 2010.

	


Posted by: normal at Thursday, April 04 2024 07:13 AM (bg2DR)
 
[bookmark: c3]
3
The screen I have on my current laptop is amazing.  It's a 2880x1800 14" OLED.  And that particular panel is showing up in lots of places; HP and Asus and Gigabyte all offer it.


	
Meanwhile these Qualcomm chips should offer much better battery life than the typical Intel laptop.  We'll see soon enough how they cope with the real world.


Posted by: Pixy Misa at Thursday, April 04 2024 05:00 PM (PiXy!)
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Return Of The Pomen Edition


	


	Top Story

		How Vice Media fell down a hole and died.  (The Verge)

			

			By taking a formerly interesting news site and infecting it with woke nonsense written by lazy, greedy, stupid illiterates.

			

			Kind of like The Verge.


	

		

	Tech News

	
			New laptop arrived.  Won't get a chance to set it up before the weekend though.

				

				

				
	What would society look like of extreme wealth were impossible?  (The Atlantic)

				

				Kampuchea.

				

				

				
	Electric vehicle startup Canoo spent twice as much on the CEO's private jet last year as its total revenue.  (Tech Crunch)

				

				The jet wasn't really the problem.

				

				The company sold 22 cars.

				

				

				
	Can Siri get good?  (9to5Mac)

				

				Probably not.I will say this though. Generative AI has continued to capture my attention in a way unlike other technologies introduced in the last 10 years. I’m shaking in my boots from excitement about what Apple AI could mean for the Mac and iPhone.
Uh, what?

				

				

				



	Not Even Remotely Tech News

	

	

		

		They are back.

	

		Top: Dokibird, latterly Selen Tatsuki of Nijisanji until they forced her out, recreating her iconic opening theme now that she's returned to her original character.

	

		Bottom: Mint Fantome, a.k.a. Maid Mint, formerly Pomu Rainpuff of Nijisanji until she got while the going was good, is returning to streaming also as her original character.

		

		

		

	Disclaimer: Are we not men?  We are Pomu.
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As I recall, and this is going purely out of a faulty memory, Vice started as trash tabloid, but at least somewhat factual; the "vice" being a finger wag at the sorts they were reporting on.  It quickly devolved into venal stupidity, but the venture capital let them build an empire of retardation in an era when buzzfeed was God Emperor of Retards.  I guess a good number of the insipid dregs from vice and buzzfeed now inhabit the verge, because how else can you explain it?  Are we really creating, as a society, that many venal, preeening fuckwits?  Is nuclear anihilliation actually preferable?
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No Shit There I Was Edition


	

Top Story


		New York city is installing expensive security scanners to protect passengers on its plague-ridden subway system.  Scanners that may not actually work.  (MSN)

			

			The "AI enabled" (because of course) scanners cost around $3000...  Per month.  Each.

			

			And the company behind them, Evolv, is currently under investigation by the SEC and FTC and being sued by its own shareholders.

			

			The BBC had its own article on Evolv two years ago."Metallic composition, shape, fragmentation - we have tens of thousands of these signatures, for all the weapons that are out there," chief executive Peter George said last year, "all the guns, all the bombs and all the large tactical knives."
			

				"Can we test it?" asked research firm IPVM.

				

				"No way, get fucked, fuck off" came the reply.
Further:Asked why Evolv had been able to edit what was labelled an independent report, NCS4 told BBC News it "did not allow Evolv to directly edit the report".
				 

				
					"The 'track changes' feature was used as a means to collect feedback," an official said.  "And to change inconvenient findings.  Don't print that."



						
			


	

		


Tech News


		How Facebook spied on Snapchat, YouTube, and Amazon.  (Observer)

			

			By installing fake root certificates on users' phones to intercept and decrypt traffic to competitors sites.

			

			Somewhere a volcano waits for the people who came up with this little scheme.

			

			

			
	Intel's second-generation "Battlemage" graphics cards are on their way.  (Tom's Hardware)

			

			Since launch the first generation "Alchemist" cards have slowly progressed from an interesting curiosity to an affordable alternative through numerous software updates.  Given the pricing on graphics cards right now any competition is welcome.

			

			

			
	You're gonna need a bigger phone: Only the most expensive model of the Pixel 8 will come with full AI support.  (Ars Technica)

			

			Because the 8GB of RAM on the cheaper model isn't enough.

			

			Which is great if you don't want AI on your phone.


	

		




	

Disclaimer: You will be required to want AI.
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Praise for Ambient Irony

	The bestest! — Susie
	Just wow! — Mookie
	Impressive. — Bill Whittle
	You have a granddaughter? What did you do, have children when you were in preschool?  — LeeAnn



Contact Support
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Contact Pixy
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